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Ikema Topic and Accusative Marker, an OT Analysis 

 

 In Ikema, a dialect of the southern ryukyuan language Miyako, topic and accusative 

markers (cognate with Japanese markers 'wa' and 'o') show wide morpho-phonological 

variations conditioned by the phonological environment to which they adjoin (data from 

Hayashi 2009). These variations involve phenomena as diverse as vowel assimilation, 

glidification, vowel lengthening, y-epenthesis and consonant gemination, as shown below. 

 

Topic and Accusative Markers in Ikema 

Case Phon. Env. TOP/ACC  Example Phon. Phen. 

(a) -Ca -Caa/-Cau ffa, 'child' ffaa/ffau None 

(b) -Cu -Cuu/-Cuu zzu, 'fish' zzuu/zzuu ○1  (TOP only) 

(c) -Ci -C
j
aa/-C

j
uu saki, 'alcohol'  sak

j
aa/sak

j
uu ○2 , ○3  

(d) -CV1V2 (V1=V2  

or V1 V2) 

-C V1V2ya/ 

-C V1V2yu 

mai, 'rice' 

yaa, 'house' 

maiya/maiyu 

yaaya/yaayu 
○4  

○4  

(e) -Cɨ -CCa/-CCu dusɨ, 'friend' dussa/dussu ○5  

(f) -fu -ffa/-ffu taufu, 'tofu' tauffa/tauffu ○5  

(g) -N -nna/-nnu in, 'sea' inna/innu ○5  

○1  Assimilation, ○2  Glidification, ○3  Vowel lengthening, ○4  y-insertion, ○5  Gemination 

 

  As a result, topic and accusative markers assume at the superficial level numerous 

forms and raise a descriptive problem. The topic marker, for instance, appears as '-a', '-u', '-

na', '-ya', to which we add forms in which the boundary between the topic marker and the 

lexeme is not clear  ('tauf-fa' or 'tauff-a'?  'dus-sa' or 'duss-a'?). Under similar phonological 

environment, the progressive marker '-ui' (cognate with Japanese 'ori') undergoes similar 

phonological changes as the topic and accusative markers (case (c) and (d)).  

 

(1)  umui-yuu ○4   

 

Think.SEQ-CONT 
 

 

(2)  ar
j
-uu-tai ○2 , ○3  

 

ToBe.SEQ-CONT-PST 
 

 

 

 Again, phenomena similar to cases like (e) and (b) can be found in the verbal 

system, as shown in (3) and (4). 

 

(3)  ssan from underlying /sɨ-an/  ○5  (Hayashi, 2013) 

 
Know.NEG /Know-NEG/  
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(4)  umuun from underlying /umu-an/  ○1   

 Think.NEG /Think-NEG/  

   

 Examples (1) to (4) point to a phonological problem setting best answered using a 

traditional OT framework (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004). Indeed, every variation of 

topic and accusative markers can be accounted for by one or more phonotactic constraints 

active in Ikema, so that we can postulate a single underlying form for both of the markers, 

namely /a/ and /u/, and account for the variations by the interplay between the phonotactic 

constraints.   

  Firstly, some undominated constraints barring (Cua)σ, (Cɨa)σ, (Cia)σ and (CVVV)σ 

as well as ONSET are postulated. It effectively predicts the impossibility of forms like 

*du.sɨa and *du.sɨ.a. 

 Then, the following constraints: Align-L(Lex, σ), MAX(μ), DEP, MAX, 

DEP(spread), Glidification have been identified to play a role to derive the right forms. 

Especially, the relatively highly ranked Align-L(Lex, σ) explains why forms like "in.na" or 

"mai.ya" are preferred over "*ka.naa" or "*ma.yaa". Likewise, MAX(μ) accounts for the 

higher harmony of "sak
j
aa (3 moras through a-spread)" over "*sak

j
a (2 moras)". 

 This set of constraints, possibly arranged in a different hierarchy, can also account 

for likewise morpho-phonological variations of topic and accusative markers found in the 

other dialects of Miyako or Ryukyu. By reshuffling the constraint hierarchy, for example 

downgrading Align-L(Lex, σ), forms like "ma.yaa" are predicted to happen. This is exactly 

the situation found in the dialect of Onotsu, a nothern ryukyuan dialect, where we find 

"ma.jee", the topicalized form of "mai (buttocks)" (see Shirata et al. 2011 for data on topic 

marker in this dialect). 
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